
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

Finally, the answers to everything! 

You pull ... We push, 
consulting assistance 

Remember when you were young and your parents knew everything? 

Sometimes you asked questions, other times they offered suggestions. Now 

that you’re an adult with a consulting enterprise, it feels like you’re 

supposed to have the answers to everything.  Sometimes though, it can be 

hard to see the forest for the trees.  Wouldn’t it be nice to have a source of 

answers and ideas you could tap? 

 

Our You pull … We push consulting assistance provides consulting 

firms and individual consultants with a unique way to tackle problems, 

realise opportunities, obtain perspective and implement solutions. 

 

“You Pull” 

When you identify an issue or a new potential market or niche, and you 

want help to resolve the problem or realise the opportunity, you “pull” 

us in.  Depending on the situation, we provide proven „off the shelf‟ 

answers or develop a tailor-made solution for you.  Our expertise 

extends across the client services lifecycle from business development, 

sales and marketing to implementation, delivery and assessment. 

 

“We Push” 

Every month we‟ll contact you with ideas and suggestions designed to 

make your business more efficient, more effective, more innovative. 

These solutions will range across the client services lifecycle.  Any 

suggestions you are interested in pursuing, you can “pull” from us. 

 

How it works 

 You contact us at any time to “pull” our assistance. 

 We “push” suggestions to you once a month. 

 You choose what you want us to do, for an agreed fee. 
 We offer solutions and, if required, implement them for you. 

 

Capitalise on our extensive experience with pure services and services-
led businesses … by using in our You pull … We push, consulting 
assistance to enhance your enterprise … just call John Groarke on 
0419 253 684 to discuss. 
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